
Huge thanks to Mike, Mo and Tim for their Community Support in 
Tadworth and Walton.  Believe they were the first one in the Borough 
to be arranged.  Lower Kingswood were right behind with their 
community support.  Age Concern Banstead another fantastic 
organisation that have been delivering food twice a week to the 
residents in the north, as well as phoning the vulnerable and 
elderly residents twice a week.  Waitrose Banstead have been working 
with Age Concern supplying the food, also giving treats of chocs and 
flowers to the vulnerable and the marvellous volunteers

Chris Grayling has been working with Asda and Sainsbury's stores and 
their Chief Executives since the pandemic started, shortage of home 
deliveries and items in the store.  Still have problems with the 
number of customers allowed in at Asda, Sainsbury's is a dream. Have 
been working with him re RBBC residents

About 90% of RBBC staff have been working, many deployed to other 
roles like phoning the needy, delivering food and cooked meals to 
residents.  Harlequin theatre has been turned into the Community Hub 
where the food is cooked, staff working with the businesses , people 
out of work no money.  We as cllrs have been involved, really 
heartbreaking when you have people on the phone crying no money or 
food or wanting to end their lives.  SCC has been leading all the 
boroughs in the County doing a fantastic job.  They arranged in a 
month also funded the work to open Headley Court as a rehab unit for 
residents of Surrey who had been released from their hospitals after 
recovering from Corvid 19 but not fit enough to go home

We are facing the toughest time any of us will face in our lifetime, 
the loss of many patients of all ages , businesses in trouble they 
and staff facing the unknown

Have had lots of emails and letters from residents very unhappy 
about Shelvers Way and Vernon Walk developments, also about the 
letters many have received re not to touch their trees for 6 months 
till theyhave had a visit from the tree officer.  The residents have 
been asking our MP to get involved which has added more work onto 
the cllrs.  The latest development in Shelvers didn't receive tree 
letters they are not happy MP involved with them

With people working from home  and the lovely weather people are out 
and about, many dropping litter and rubbish.  Lower Kingswood really 
hit with lots of flytipping.  Residents phoning/emailing the cllrs 
to get the rubbish clear.  One Walton resident very concerned about 
the terrible rubbish at Headley which is Mole Valley, that was 
removed then she came back and said could I do something about the 
rubbish on Epsom Downs!  Walton Ponds has had lots of resident 
there, the bulk of them are local residents leaving rubbish. Got the 
3 bins emptied one morning by 10am by the afternoon had received 
another email could  get them emptied again.  Have been there a few 
times removing the litter, why can't residents put their rubbish in 
the bins or take home.  With 2 places opposite providing takaways 
and drinks the residents  are leaving their rubbish for someone to 
clear away



Grass verges - the 4 cllrs have been receiving lots of complaints 
about the verges not  been cut, afraid priority has to go to the 
people needing help.  The Council has in the last week started 
cutting verges in our LKTW ward, Garden waste bins collection  from 
this week start up

Last Wednesday we had a heavy down pour, my road was like a river 
the close opposite had flowing water on the pavement.  Glad to say 
Bridge Restaurant was fine no flooding at all, traffic lights the 
usual large puddle,  the flooding has returned to outside Holmwood 
Nursing home and Newlands flats was really bad,  hope the houses 
opposite in The Avenue still have their sand bags flooding was 
nearly down their driveways

Getting complaints about Farm Fencing and their vehicles and how 
they park them on the dangerous bend, still have to see them.  
Parking in Kingswood Road when you try to turn off Epsom Lane North 
is a nightmare the first 4 houses don't really have driveways for 
more than one car and with the building work,  vehicles coming off 
ELN to try to turn into Kingswood are having real  difficulties then 
trying to turn into Downs Way!!

The government have allowed construction companies to increase their 
working hours, in residential areas like T&W they can work 6 days a 
week till 9pm, rural areas like LK they can work later!!.  Have to 
speak to Head of Planning over the weekend we had builders and their 
vans working saturday which they are allowed to, Sunday they started 
very early and loud noises of machinery working throughout the day!!

The cllrs have been receiving lots of long emails from our local 
residents about Black Lives Matter, can we get our MP to support 
them.  The protest event which was supposed to take place  the other 
Friday on Epsom Downs was stopped. 

Lots of planning issues and applications , we have 3 mast 
applications in our ward 2 on the A217 by Lower Kingswood and one in 
Tadworth near the roundabout.  Enormous one is going up in Firtree 
Road.  Rod and I will be asking for the 3 masts to come to the next 
Northern Forum.  With a large number of people working  from home we 
are having issues in parts of our ward with broadband reception.  
With lots of virtual meetings am on a regular basis been cut off!

Thanks to all involved in the ward's Community supports team  the 
shops like the Co-op and Walton News & PO, LK News and PO they have 
been delivering to residents with their newspapers, you have all 
been outstanding.  On personal note big thanks to our 2 Cty Cllrs 
Jeff & Bob and Rod for the Borough for all the extra work the 
pandemic has added to the daily work load

Rachel


